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COMMENTS

ITEM NO:

7

SUBJECT:

REVIEW OF ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE

FILE NO:

F09165

15/82791

This report is considered confidential under Section 10A of the Local Government Act 1993
a) personal matters concerning particular individuals (other than councillors).

Delivery Program Link
Principal Activity: Civic Leadership
Service: Governance and Risk
Recommendations:
1. That the Council acknowledges it is required under the Local Government Act to consider
a review of the organisational structure with the first 12 months in office;
2. That the Council approves the proposed organisational structural changes outlined in the
report in response to Recommendation 1 and Council’s desire to strengthen its ability to
deliver on the 2017-2021 Council Strategic Priorities;
3. That the Council also confirms no changes to the Senior Staff structure and confirms the
Senior Staff positions to be that of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Manager
Director City & Community Outcomes
Director Development & Customer Services
Director Service Delivery
Group Manager People & Systems
Group Manager Integrated Planning & Finance;

4. That the Council notes the proposed changes will be delivered from a combination of
existing resources and savings generated from business improvement initiatives;
5. That the Council acknowledges that the General Manager will progressively implement
changes, below the Management Team level, as is necessary to deliver on the 20172021 Council Strategic Priorities;
6. That the General Manager consults with potentially affected employees, the Staff
Consultative Committee and relevant Unions of the changes;
7. That the General Manager informs all employees of the changes; and
8. That the end of Quarter 1 2017 – 2018, is the intended effective commencement date for
the new structure noting that some changes will be progressively implemented from 1
September 2017 to ensure the implementation process is as seamless as possible.

Report by General Manager:
Reason for report
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The reason for the report is to strengthen Council’s ability to deliver on the 2017-2021
Council Strategic Priorities, and at the same time meet its obligations under the Local
Government Act - to review the organisational structure within the first 12 months in office.
Background and Key Considerations
The current organisational structure was adopted in March 2011, and subsequently refined in
October 2013 and July 2015, in line with the following key objectives:
•
•
•
•

To support the delivery of Council’s Integrated Plans;
To improve service delivery and responsiveness within our financial capacity;
To clarify accountability for strategy, outcome setting and operational activities; and
To reinforce continuous improvement and innovation.

The structural changes implemented in 2011, 2013 and 2015 have proven successful in
supporting the organisation in delivering on key priorities and objectives. This assessment is
reinforced by key organisational results, as reported to Council, including Council being
assessed as Fit for the Future and the strong Community Survey outcomes.
At Council’s December 2016 Strategic Workshop, Council reviewed and reaffirmed the
strategic direction and guiding principles in response to the Strategic Community Plan Sustainable Blue Mountains 2025. At the March 2017 Councillor Strategic Workshop, the
strategic priorities 1-5 were re-affirmed and strategic priority 6 was added:
1. Improve approach to asset management to support delivery of the Council’s
commitments to Fit for the Future targets, the State Governments expectations for
Councils and support value for money services to the community.
2. Committing to the delivery of the Council’s Fit for the Future Targets – Maintaining the
Best Value Decision Making Frame to maximise the outcomes for the community from
the SV2 income.
3. Commence the strategic review of the services that the Council provides to inform future
decision making and priorities.
4. Increase focus and priority on Business Improvement and Innovation to improve
effectiveness and efficiency.
5. Position the Council to be more proactive in communicating and engaging with the
community on the business of the Council.
6. Develop a strategic approach to tourism and the visitor economy that also addresses the
increased visitation, local community and funding options.
At the March 2017 strategic workshop, Council also acknowledged the need to accelerate
implementation on these key priorities to ensure by 2020 Council achieves its’ Fit for the
Future targets and is financially sustainable at the conclusion of SV2.
As such, the organisation needs to focus resources to address these challenges and
continue to position for the future. This review is also an opportunity to further strengthen and
improve the current structure to meet these challenges.
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Observations and Proposed Changes
Organisational Structure
While a four directorate model was considered in 2015, it was recognised at the time that the
3 Directorate and 2 Group structure had proven effective and provided the correct focus in
delivering on our organisational objectives, plans and strategies.
During this review, a four directorate model was again considered. However, to best meet
Council’s desire to strengthen and accelerate our ability to deliver on Council’s 4 year
Strategic Priority Outcomes, wholesale changes are not considered to be warranted at this
time and could be counter-productive.
Therefore no major fundamental changes to the organisational structure are recommended.
As such, in addition to the General Manager, the Senior Staff positions (Executive
Leadership Team) would consist of the following roles:
•
•
•
•
•

Director, City & Community Outcomes
Director, Development & Customer Services
Director, Service Delivery
Group Manager, People & Systems
Group Manager, Integrated Planning & Finance

In addition to the overall organisational structure there is a need to continue to strengthen our
ability to deliver on the Council’s strategic priorities. In response several key areas require a
greater focus and are to be strengthened and/or refined, as discussed below.
City & Community Outcomes (C&CO)
In the 2015 review, several changes were made to the C&CO Directorate to improve the
focus on delivery of a strategic planning framework for Council, including identifying future
demand for assets and infrastructure.
Changes were also made to better fund asset management and to link roads and civil
infrastructure asset management better with maintenance and operations within Service
Delivery Directorate. The environmental operations area was integrated into C&CO to ensure
that all environmental management and planning functions were in one Directorate,
particularly due to the importance of the natural environment across the LGA. A discrete
economic outcomes area was established to re-engage Council with strategic planning for
economic development (including tourism). Finally, C&CO’s approach to project
management delivery was also improved through the formal establishment of a PMO and
extensive training in project management for staff. These changes have proven to be
successful.
As significant progress has been made with strategic planning for future asset needs and in
asset data collection, the next stage in improvement to asset management for Council will be
a focus on asset management plan (AMP), the development of analysis tools to ensure
optimisation of resource allocation and works program preparation and to provide detailed
service level planning to translate strategy into delivery in Council.
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Asset & Service Planning
With the emphasis now on these additional areas, it is proposed that Council strengthen its
approach to asset and service planning through the establishment of a dedicated branch
(Asset & Service Planning) within C&CO. This will bring together the current strategic asset
management, asset data collection and asset planning coordination functions into a branch
that has responsibility for preparation of all asset management plans, the development and
management of analysis systems for asset planning, ensuring asset registers and systems
are maintained and to commence development of service level input into asset planning
(service planning).
Over the next 12 months, as Councils strategic planning framework is further progressed, it
is intended to move a planning role into the team to lead service planning related to asset
delivery (Service Planning Coordinator).
This branch will be responsible for ensuring that asset management plans are prepared and
effectively guide asset management decisions and expenditure across the Council.
Many of the improvements in asset planning and management for Council will not be related
to structural change, but instead in improving asset management maturity as per Councils
current asset management improvement plan.
Infrastructure & Major Projects (formerly Infrastructure & Strategic Assets)
In 2015, the infrastructure and strategic assets activities were consolidated into one branch
to improve infrastructure planning and better integration with the long term asset works
programs and strengthen the link between strategic asset management and project
management and delivery.
While this change has been successful in delivering major infrastructure projects it has not
made the anticipated progress on asset management. Given the ever increasing need to
focus on asset management the strategic assets team will be reassigned to the newly formed
Asset & Service Planning branch to ensure these activities are aligned and progressed.
Environment & Culture
No changes proposed.
Community & Economic Outcomes
No changes proposed.
Strategic Outcomes & Projects
No changes proposed.
Service Delivery (SD)
In the 2015 review, only minor changes were made to the Service Delivery Directorate. It is
now necessary to streamline and strengthen the focus on some core activities that impact on
the way the City is presented to residents and visitors and to continue to improve service
delivery and business improvement across the Directorate consistent with Council’s strategic
priorities.
At a Directorate level, the management structure across each of the branches will undergo
refinement to ensure responsibility and accountability is appropriately assigned, with an
emphasis on business performance.
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Director Service Delivery
The recently vacated Director Service Delivery position provides an opportunity to recruit a
Director on an interim basis. As such, it has been determined to engage an interim Director
for a 12 month fixed term period.
The rationale for this decision is twofold. Firstly, it provides an incoming General Manager
the ability to determine the incumbent for this position. Secondly, an interim Director will be
able to have a stronger focus in delivering against specific outcomes including strengthening
organisational alignment; driving business performance and improvement; and strengthening
service delivery.
At the branch level the following is proposed:
Resource Recovery & Waste Services (formerly Waste & Cleansing Services)
The Waste & Cleansing Services branch will be renamed Resource Recovery & Waste
Services and will now be solely dedicated to the management and delivery of domestic
waste resource recovery services and the management of our resource recovery facilities.
This will include the management of the resource recovery facilities at Katoomba and
Blaxland - the management of both has now been brought in-house. Given the need to
extend the life of the Blaxland facility the emphasis on resource recovery management is a
priority. To strengthen both this and the City Presentation branch the cleansing services and
street sweeping activities will be reassigned to the City Presentation branch.
City Presentation (formerly Parks & Support Services)
It is acknowledged that the look and feel of the City to residents and visitors alike needs to be
improved within our funding ability. As a result this branch will now have the presentation of
the City as its core purpose, hence the name change.
To do this several changes are also proposed. Firstly, the cleansing services and street
sweeping teams, currently in Waste & Cleansing Branch, will be reassigned to the newly
named City Presentation Branch. The other core component is the existing parks teams
responsible for the maintenance and upkeep of sportsgrounds and town centres. Bringing
these activities together will ensure better integration, coordination and delivery in the
presentation of the City.
The fleet and procurement activities also form part of this Branch. In the 2015 review, the
strategic procurement aspects were reassigned to the People & Systems Group to establish
and mature an organisational approach to procurement. While this move has been
successful, to ensure the focus of the City Presentation Branch is focused on its core
objective, the recommendations from the Procurement Improvement Project need to be fully
implemented to achieve this (discussed further in the P&S section).
To further strengthen this, the fleet and procurement activities will be transferred to the
Business Performance branch.
Business Performance (formerly Business & Asset Systems)
As Service Delivery is the largest Directorate in the organisation, stronger alignment with
organisational strategies and the business transformation approach being adopted by the
organisation is needed to ensure initiatives are implemented in the most effective and
efficient manner.
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As such, the Business & Asset Services role will be redesigned and progressed to a
manager role. This Branch will also take the lead on the structural reform across the
Directorate. As discussed earlier, the Fleet and Procurement activities will be reassigned to
the Business Performance Branch.
Transport & Civil Assets
No changes proposed.
Leisure & Visitor Information Services
No changes proposed.
Development & Customer Services (D&CS)
In the 2015 review, for efficiency and effectiveness reasons it was determined that the
management of the Blue Mountains Theatre & Community Hub was best placed with the
Blue Mountains Cultural Centre, in the D&CS Directorate.
This change has proven to be very successful and no further changes are proposed to the
Development & Customer Services Directorate.
People & Systems (P&S)
In 2015, the need for an organisational approach to business improvement was established.
While significant progress has occurred in this area to date, there is now an
acknowledgement that we need to take a more transformational approach to business
improvement. As a result, it is proposed to create a manager role that will oversee the
business transformation program office reporting directly to the Group Manager People &
Systems.
As discussed earlier, 2015 also saw the transfer of strategic procurement to P&S. This move
has been successful as a strategic procurement audit has since been undertaken, and a
Procurement Improvement Project (PIP) established. The recommendations from the audit
and subsequent PIP have identified a range of initiatives that will not only strengthen our
corporate governance in the procurement area but are anticipated to deliver significant
savings annually when fully implemented.
In response to the Council’s priority to be more proactive in communicating and engaging
with the community, resources have been reassigned to strengthen the team’s capacity and
capability to better deliver on this strategic priority. This has already proven successful as the
development of a corporate communications strategy and plan has occurred and the scoping
exercise for a new corporate website is well underway.
Integrated Planning & Finance (IP&F)
In the 2015 review, no changes were made to the Integrated Planning & Finance Group.
With the challenge of achieving required Fit for the Future targets by 2020 and continuing to
improve financial sustainability, there is now a need for a greater focus on our strategic
finance activities. It is therefore proposed that the operational and strategic finance
components are strengthened by reporting both roles directly to the Group Manager IP&F.
As a result the Program Leader Strategic Finance role would be progressed to a manager
role reporting directly to the Group Manager. At the same time, the former CFO role is being
redesigned to a Financial Controller role to strengthen our focus on core operational
components.
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Revised Organisational Structure
The proposed organisational structural changes of significance have been identified in the
report and as shown at Attachment 1.
Financial and Human Resource Implications
Financial
The proposed changes at the Management Team level consist of refocusing 3 manager roles
and redesigning 4 program leader roles, will have a financial implication in the order of $80K.
There will also be a requirement for further resources, on a needs basis, to deliver on the
2017-2021 Council Strategic Priorities in the order of $270K.
However, all the proposed organisational structure changes will be delivered from a
combination of existing resources and savings generated from business improvement
initiatives.
The recruitment for the redesigned management and program leader positions will be by way
of internal expressions of interest in the first instance, followed by an external recruitment
exercise as is necessary. Costs associated with this process will be one off in nature. To
fund this, sources of revenue will need to be identified from existing budgets, reserves,
savings, budget review or a combination of each.
Legal and Risk
It is important that due process and communication is followed especially in regard to
employee matters. There are no other legal and risk matters that have been identified.
Timeframe and Consultation
Timeframe
Should the Council approve the recommendations it is intended to commence
implementation immediately and have the new structure fully implemented by the end of the
Quarter 2, 2016-2017. It is also intended that the transition will be such that it creates the
least disruption to the workforce and the community. The suggested timing will also allow for
progressive changes to occur.
Consultation
Should the Council agree to proceed with the new organisational structure then the following
process will be implemented:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Notification to the relevant Unions that the Council has determined a new structure;
Notification to the Staff Consultative Committee;
Consultation with affected employees; and
Notification to all employees.

External Consultation
Following Council endorsement, advice to the relevant Unions will occur indicating that the
Council has determined a new organisational structure.
Conclusion
The operating environment in local government continues to change and since 2013 the
NSW Local Government reform agenda has gained momentum, and now requires all
Council’s in NSW to demonstrate their ability to be “Fit for the Future” and manage assets
strategically.
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Council has reviewed and reaffirmed the strategic direction and guiding principles and added
a strategic priority – resulting in the 2017-2021 Council strategic priorities. Critical to the
successful delivery of these strategic priorities is the need to strengthen our capacity and
capability in several areas as identified in the report. The report also identifies that the
current business as usual approach will not be sufficient and the need to take a more timely
transformational approach is necessary.
The need for Council to be adaptive to change through business efficiency, service reviews,
innovation and continuous improvement remains the key to success. It is important that the
organisation is structured, skilled and resourced to be effective and efficient, minimise risk
and deliver on the things that the Council has planned to do within our means.
Overall the management team numbers, resulting from the redesigned structure in response
to the need to increase our capacity and capability, will only increase by one. Below this level
there will also be a need to increase resources, however these changes will be minimal by
nature. The funding of all resource requirements will be through the combination of existing
resources and savings generated from business improvement initiatives.
The organisational structural changes recommended to the Council are considered to be a
continuation of our response to the ever changing environment and build on the 2011, 2013
and 2015 structural changes.
ATTACHMENTS/ENCLOSURES
1

Revised Organisational Structure

Attachment
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Proposed Organisational Structure – Management Team - August 2017

Attachment 1: Revised Organisational Structure
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